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To aZZ whom it may. concern-2' 
Be it known that I, SAMUEL HAYWARD, of 

Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of 
Massachusetts, have invented a new and use 
ful Improvement in Chairs, of which the .fol 
lowing, taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, is a speci?cation. 
My invention relates to chairs provided with 

leg rests or supports; and it consists in cer 
tain novel features of construction, ‘arrange 
ment, and combination of parts, which will be 
readily understood by reference to the de 
scription of the drawings and to the claims, 
in which my invention will ‘be particularly 
pointed out. ‘ 
Figure 1 of the drawings is a vertical section 

of a chair embodying my invention with the 
leg-rest extended andthe seat removed, but 
having its outline shown in dotted lines. Fig. 
2 is a similar section with the leg~rest retracted 
beneath the seat, the outline of which is shown 
only by dotted lines. Fig. 3 is a partial front 
elevation with the leg-rest and seat removed, 
and Fig. 4 is an end elevation of the leg-rest. 

In the drawings, A A are the side frames of 
the chair, connected together ‘by the tie-bars 
a, b, c, and d and supported by the legs B B. 
To the inner surfaces of the sides A A are piv 
oted the curved arms 6 0, having formed upon 
their pivotal ends segments of gear-wheels e’ 
6/, with the teeth of which the teeth of the pin 
ionsff, mounted upon the shaft f’, engage, as 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The opposite or free 
ends of the curved levers or arms a e are ex 
panded to form approximately a T shape, and 
each has pivoted to one arm of the T the leg 
rest 0, and has formed upon the other arm of 
said 'T the hook g, with which the latch h en 
gages to hold said lever in the position shown 
in Fig. 1, said latches being mounted upon the 
rocker-shaft h’, having hearings in the stands 
h’, secured to the inner faces of the side frames, 
A A, as shown in Figs. _1 and 2. ‘The latch h 
is made to engage with the hook g by the re 
action of the spring 1', and is provided with a 
thumb-pad, hi, by pressing upon which said 
latch may be disengaged from the hook y, when 
the leg-rest will drop by the force of gravity 
into the positionindicated in dotted lines in 

50 Fig. 1. 

A secondary latch, j, is pivoted to the stand 
h2 and connected at one end to the latch h, so 
as to be operated by the same spring and the 
same pressure of the thumb or ?nger, and is - 
provided at its other end with a hook to en 
gage the hook Ic on the curved arm e when said 
arm is moved into the position shown in Fig. 2. 

, The arms 0 e are each provided with an in 
wardly-projecting lug, Z, with the under side 
of which a similar lug, m, on each end of the 
leg~rest G engages when said arms 6 are in the 
position shown in full lines in Fig. 1, whereby 
the leg-rest O is maintained in the inclined 
and raised position shownin full lines in Fig. 1. 
When the leg-rest is not desired for use, the 

latch h is detached from engagement with the 
hook g,'thereby permitting the leg-rest C to 
fall of itsown weight into the position shown 
in dotted lines in Fig. 1. The occupant then 
rotates the pinion-shaft- f’ by means of the 
crank D, (see Fig. 3,) to move the arms 6 6 
into the position shown in Fig. 2, during which 
operation the lugs m on the ends of the leg 
rest come in contact with the under sides of 
the ?xed cams a, secured to the inner faces of 
the frames A A, thereby causing the leg-rest 
to assume the horizontal position shown in 
Fig. 2, at which time the latcllj engages with 
the hook it to lock said leg-rest in such posi 
tion. . 

The operation of my invention will be read 
ily understood from the foregoing without fur 
ther description here. ' - 

The dotted lines o p q indicate the outlines 
of the seat, removed in order the better to illus 
trate the working parts of the locking devices. 
What I claim as new,'and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States, is—— 
1. In combination with a chair frame and 

seat, a pair of pivoted arms, each provided 
with a segment of toothed gear, an inwardly 
projecting Tlug, and locking hooks or shoul 
ders, a 1eg¢rest pivoted to the free ends of said 
levers and provided upon its end with an out 
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wardly-projecting lug adapted to engage with 95 
the lugs on said levers, a ?xed cam located be 
neath the chair-seat in position to engage with ’ 
the lug on said leg-rest, a revoluble shaft car 
rying pinions to engage with the segmental 
gears on said pivoted arms, and a compound [00 
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latch for locking said leg-rest in either of two stantially as and for the purposes described. 
positions, substantially as described. , In testimony whereof I have signed my name 

2. The combination, with a chair frame and to this speci?cation, in the presence ot'two sub 
seat, of the levers e 0, provided with a segment scribing Witnesses, on this 23d day of August, 

5 of gear-teeth, the leg-rest O, pivoted to the free A. I). 1887. 
ends of said levers and provided with the lugs 
m m, the cams n, the shaft f’, the pinions f f, SAMUEL HA1 WARD’ 
the crank D, the latches h and j, the spring 1', Witnesses: 
and the hooks or shoulders g and k, all con- N. O. LOMBARD, 

1o structed, arranged, and adaptedto operate sub- | XVALTER E. LOMBARD. 


